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New Member? ……………….. No “Lord of the Manor “.
Ken Turner did eventually get his car back!
***************************************************************
News flash …. The gathering at Arnold Crowe`s has been cancelled due to flooding .
Meeting at the Old Silhillians instead.
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For me this is a difficult thing to write and an incredibly sad moment, having to write of the
untimely death of Dave Wilcox a member of the Midshires, Pre War A7 group.
Many of you will know him as a marshal at racing events or at hill climbs as a participant as well,
some as a long standing Pre War committee member or a member of last years A7 Le Mans Team.
Keith and I were fortunate to have known David and his family for over 30 “Austin sevening” years.
Not only was he a great person, but he had a wealth of knowledge. We have called on David when
Keith was tearing his hair out with a problem and he has come to the rescue with his usual calm
approach and that little chuckle. He was always keen to keep cars on the road and would help
anyone out.
He was also helping two A7ers with publication of their books, being a printer before he retired and
being busier than ever after!
I read recently that he was due to take over as Chairman of the Association of Austin7 Clubs, a job
he would have made his own mark on I am sure. Sadly, not to be.
At this moment it seems surreal that he has gone from our midst, but the multitude of people and pre
war cars at his funeral were testament to his standing and popularity. He was just a great guy who
will be sadly missed, not only by his family but by A7 circles too. Our thoughts are with Jenny and
the rest of the family, who must have some great memories of his full life.

35 x 7s and a brilliant sunny but windy day made for a most successful Stanford Hall Rally on 27th
May. We were expecting to see the Rover P4 club and the Sunbeam Alpine Club but they evidently
cancelled very late. In the event, Sunbeam and Velo motorcycles joined us near the lake. Some
indication of the wind strength can be judged by the fact that the Sunbeam Club Gazebo was lifted into
the adjacent trees! It was recovered apparently with minimal damage. We were delighted to have
Peter and Mary Walsh to judge the Gentleman’s Cake Competition. Sadly there were only 5 entrants a
mere 14% of the vehicle entrants. However, I am pleased to report that Master Cook, Harorld Tibbs
was judged to be the winner. I understand we will see his recipe in a future edition of the Newsletter.
Our little Village of Cleeve Prior, really pushed the boat out for the Jubilee Celebrations,
starting with a parade of ‘old cars and tractors’ driving down the main street to the school. Despite the
rain, the villagers were out in force waving and cheering and the vehicles led them to the school
playing field where a large marquee was erected. Evidently 300 of the 400 village residents were fed
with pig roast, curry and various salads and a variety of sweets. The celebrations continued into the
evening
for
a
barn
dance
and
into
the
Monday.
A healthy MA7C representation, visited the ever popular Churchill Vintage and Classic Car
near Chipping Norton on Sunday 10th June. Some of them were in larger Austins and one in a very
smart Armstrong Siddeley Tickford. ( most of the right letters but not necessarily in the right order).
The weather behaved until shortly after the presentations . This evidently cleared the field quite
quickly for the tired organisers. In excess of 450 cars, a few motor cycles, a couple of ¼ scale traction
engines and a few autojumblers made for an excellent display and people come from far and wide such
is its attraction. Although not in their Seven, it was great to see Sandra and Pete Francis. I believe we
have to thank Ken Turner for arranging the club area.
Sezincote: Despite
the mixed weather 8 x 7s + 1 x 12 and a Porsche represented MA7C at this lovely Indian style country
house. We were supported by an Austin Healey 100/6 formerly the property of the late John Cookson.
Undoubtedly visit numbers and the takings were down but it was a great place to catch up either in the
Orangery or between the showers.
Elsewhere in this newsletter you will find
an entry form for the Coughton Court Rally on Sunday 8th July which Andy Lowe is masterminding.
Please complete the form asap so the he can advise the National Trust accordingly. Coughton Court is
one of Britains finest Tudor houses and a fascinating building, with links to the Gunpowder Plot of
1605 and well worth a visit .
...............................................................................................................................................................
PLEASE NOTE, Arnold Crowe has had to cancel his Garden Buffet Party on 27th June, due to
flooding of the area we would occupy, so we will be at the Old Sils as usual on that date.
Bring ‘something unusual’ or a collection you might have. PLEASE NOTE
................................................................................................................................................................
I know a number of events have had to be cancelled but get out there and enjoy what is going on, this is
England, we ought to be used to a little light rain!
ATB between the showers, Brem

Scenic Car Tours
Scenic Car Tours are offering pre-planned tours for motor cars (and occupants!) of any age in
UK or overseas. They will also help with Club outings. If you are interested in further details,
look them up on www.sceniccartours.com or e-mail them on sales@sceniccartours.com or phone
them on 01732 879153
.

Club Nights
27 June: Meeting at old Silhillians,
due to water logging at Arnolds.
"Bring something interesting" Evening”
(cameras, pottery, clocks, watches or a collection of things)









25 July: Possibly the rearranged Arnold`s “Tea and Chat”.
29August: TBA
26 Sep: AGM
31 Oct: Talk - A career in flying by Ian Sykes ATD
28 Nov:
Bring and Buy
12 Dec:
Club Evening – Party Night
26 Dec:
Boxing Day Run
1 Jan 13: New Year's Day VSCC Rally, Much Marcle

TBA September/ earlyOctober Visit to the Patrick Collection in

Kings Norton

Cost £3 each

******************************************************************************

July
1st

8

th

50th Beaulieu Rally

Coughton Court , MA7C event

16th/17th
20th/23rd

Brooklands Sports Festival
90th Anniversary Rally Warwick

27th /30th

Scottish A7 Club Rally, Guildtown

Have you filled in your entry for Coughton Court, it promises to be a good
day out?
Contact …. Andrew Lowe

Austin – a family affair
(Who says we spend too much time in the garage)
Back in January I had hoped to be spending much more time on the TT in the hope of having the
car finished before the end of 2012. However best laid plans can easily go astray and this year
has been no exception. As in all families occasionally our hobbies have to take second place and
I had agreed to fit a new en-suite bathroom before starting the body -work on the TT.
The task was easy; simply replace the 25 year old sink, toilet, shower and bath with a modern
white finish or so we thought but the job turned into the task from hell; as the old tiles were
removed the true extent of the job became apparent with a new floor, walls and ceiling needing to
be replaced before any of the sanitary ware could go in, who says we spend too much time in the
garage……. I haven’t emerged from the bathroom for three months, I could have build two
Austins in the time it has taken me on the bathroom. Well that another job is out of the way and
time to concentrate on the cars.
Checking over the Fabric car in preparation for the new year recurring electrical problems needed
to be sorted once and for all. Initially the dynamo failed to charge (this has now been sorted),
however electrical ‘performance’ of the 6 volt system was still poor and most people said I was
expecting too much of an 80 year old system. Not to be beaten I decided to check resistances
across every step of the circuit. I had already gone to the trouble of solder dipping the end of
every wire and selecting wiring with a good cross section to minimise resistance however this
didn’t seem to solve the overall problem, the fault must lie somewhere else. With a fabric body it
was decided early on to earth all key components back to the battery and fit an 160amp return
lead from the starter case back to the battery, (the engine is mounted on rubbers and only
connects through the four bolts) so ‘earthing’ shouldn’t be a problem. Eventually the obvious
culprit turned out to be the dashboard panel but not where I had expected. After 80 years of
intermittent use and in-spite of a full strip-down and service I failed to spot the weak link or in
this case weak connection. Everyone had said to expect a 6 volt system to charge one minute then
the next time nothing, but I decided to press on and get to the nub of the problem which turned
out to be the ‘D’ connector on the panel. Each time the panel is switched to half / full charge or
side / full lights the two spring connectors distort the ‘D’ post (which is only riveted in place).
Any sideway pressure can significantly increase its resistivity tightening the rivet any further
could damage the fragile Bakelite board. Solution; solder the pin in place - result consistent
charging.
As part of the annual electrical check I noticed one of the front bulbs had blown. To my surprise
it was last replaced in 1945; is this a record or has someone a car with original fittings? The
nearside bulb is also stamped WD1945 so I have decided to put this to one side and fit a
‘matching pair’

The TT engine and gearbox were fitted in February, but only after considerable time was spent
fiddling and adjusting the dropped radius arms that were catching the rear of the crankcase.
Arthur loaned me a brake rod as a pattern and a replica is now fitted and working. So after
almost twelve months thoughts can finally turn to the bodywork.

A first body fit has shown minor alterations will need to be made to accommodate the very flat
rear springs and the Eltos gearlever but the pedal and steering box cut-aways and mounting
points fit perfectly. When not in the garage time is spent on the internet looking at historic
photos of the TT to get detail as accurate as possible, even those hidden away parts that no one
will ever see.
So what’s to follow over the coming months. Fitting the TT body will take precedence in my
garage whilst Colin has made some minor alterations to the EA (Ulster rep) fitting a new
distributor significantly improving performance at the Wiscombe Hill Climb. At the same time
we are both looking forward to the Warwick Anniversary where all being well the EA and RK
Fabric will be making appearances.
In this months magazine Terry has the first of a two part article on timing and how to get the best
from your engine, whether pottering through the lanes or preparing for the next race.
Well back into the garage and on with the body building!!
Clive (and Colin) Danks
Apologies to Clive and “family” as the newsletter actually went to print a few days early, to
enable you to have it before Stanford (and let me get a break away!) Therefore this article was
not in the May edition.
BUT by some wizardry Harry Potter would be proud of, some had Terry`s Tip and some did not.
So for those who did not, here it is.
*****************************************************************************
Terry’s Tip (number 2)
Accurate timing always improves performance
Good ignition requires accurate timing and always checked at the flywheel, as this gives the most
accurate readings. Now we are not expecting 100% readings as there are too many variables,
called gears, between the crankshaft and the distributor – all we can do is try to eliminate as
many as possible. On all distributors maximum advance will vary by a few degrees due to

manufacturing tolerances however, this is not a problem as we intend to set the timing at the
maximum centrifugal advance.
If you have ever checked ignition timing with a strobe timing light you will have noticed the
timing mark jumps about to some degree. This is because there are five gears between the
crankshaft and the distributor. The first two, the crank gear driving cam gear should have a small
amount of backlash. Anything excessive will affect cam timing so either find a better pair or
replace with new gears. The dynamo is driven from the cam gear with a skew type gear. You can
improve the mesh of these by surfacing off the base of the dynamo housing. At the distributor
end of the dynamo a worm gear drives the distributor gear. If these are worn new gears are
obtainable. Assuming backlash is now at a minimum then timing can progress.
To set the timing you need a reference point. The TDC 1/4 mark on the flywheel will need to be
checked and marked at actual TDC with either a pointer or a mark on the crankcase. Why use an
auto advance distributor? With fixed advance your timing will only be correct at one point in the
rev range and will be over advanced at the start-up and low revs mean excess loading on bearings
and starter.

So how do we arrive at an optimum advance setting? By a lot of testing on the road and rolling
road tests, watching power and torque dials while advancing and retarding the timing, no you
don’t have to do all this testing, the solution is relatively simple.
The key figure is 27 degrees max advance. This is easy to measure on the flywheel ring gear as
each tooth is 4.5 degrees apart so six teeth before TDC gives you 27 degrees of advance. This
figure works with any state of engine tune from standard to full race spec.
To set up timing, set distributor at points just breaking TDC on No1 cylinder, connect up strobe
timing light, rev engine to about 3000 RPM. This fully advances the centrifugal weights. Turn
distributor anti-clockwise until your advance mark lines up with the TDC pointer. That’s it!
Don’t forget to tighten up your distributor clamp bolt.
The timing setting is not so critical at idle or low revs, correct carburation being more important
to give smooth transition from idle. But retarded or over advanced ignition at high revs can cause
piston or valve failure.
I hope this helps anyone having problems with your ignition or timing. In the next Terry’s Tip
fitting the Bosch distributor may be a worthwhile option especially if your engine is of the more
sporting variety and just in case you want to rev to 8000 RPM [not Recommended too often]
without misfiring. Terry
* I actually met”Terry" at Wollaton and was able to thank him personally for the useful articles.

Stanford hall 2012
Here we all are doing what we do best! ED

Brem and Nick (the new owner of Stanford)
ready for the prize giving.

Footnote to Stanford Hall Rally
Congratulations to all the prize winners and especially Harold Tibbs who won the
men`s cake competition with his Victoria sponge.
Well done and many thanks to all those who took part and provided us with delicious cakes
to sample as well as putting pennies in the club coffers.

************************************Mulling over the Minutes.
Just some bits from the committee meeting minutes that you might like to mull over.I have
précised some of the items and must stress that the views expressed are not necessarily those
of the committee.

 Ian produced a cheque for the cost of the Club's entry fee to Stanford Hall but the
Chairman said that it was not necessary as each member had paid £6 which covered entry
to the Rally and to the House: he hoped that the same arrangement would apply next year.
He reported, also, that a couple of other Clubs had cancelled at short notice. Ian reported
that the bank balance stood at £3139.49 in credit. He paid Sheila for the tabards.
 Ian remarked, also, that a few people had commented how well PWA7C had organised
the Stanford Hall Rally; the Committee was asked to reflect how we could make it better
known that MA7C had organised it.
You would think after 40+ years people would
have got the message. ED

 The Chairman thanked Peter and Mary Walsh for judging the offerings and Mr Tibbs on
being declared the winner. No autojumbles had been present as they were elsewhere. He
reported that the radio controlled cars evening at Old Silhillians had been fairly popular
although most members seemed shy to demonstrate their inability to grasp basic motor
car handling skills. The Chairman commented that Hans Deamer, the owner of the
"Ulster Replica" (in fact, a Special) in America seemed to be very happy having received
a great deal of help and advice from the Committee on his car's handling problems: he
congratulated the Secretary on his handling of Mr Deamer's request:
 The Chairman reported that one of the four routes included a difficult crossing which
ought to be marshalled by at least two marshalls wearing tabards; other marshalls would
be required at or near the school. Ian asked whether or not flags would be required; after
some discussion and in view of the number of cars attending (370+), it was agreed that
half a dozen flags would be useful. John Roberts agreed to acquire them.
 Ian reported that he was organising a visit to the Patrick collection (in King's Norton) in
late September/early October. It would cost £3each;
 The Secretary reported that he had spent an afternoon interviewing John Jones who
wished to record his lifetime of experiences with Austin for posterity; as a result, Bob will
write an article for the Newsletter. He offered to do the same for any other interesting
Club members and asked the Committee to recommend subjects. Many thanks Bob.ED
 On the sales front, Arthur is ordering more stock from John Barlow and Sheila reported
good sales at Stanford and the addition of some new lines.

MAC Classic Tour

by Andrew Lowe

The Midland Automobile Club, who organise the Shelsely Walsh hillclimbs, have a
Classic Section who have a number of events during the year. Previously I took part in a
tour of various mills with them. The Classic section has quite a range of vehicles from
vintage, through classic, to modern high performance. This time they organised a tour
through the Welsh border area. They had four starts at Shelsley ,Gaydon, Dean
Heritage Centre and Cosford Museum. The idea was to raise money to complete
further works in the farmyard area at Shelsley. They have transformed the farmyard and
restored the watermill. Their office, archive and a restaurant have been moved into the
restored farmyard buildings.
The run for me started at Shelsley with a full English breakfast and signing on to collect
a road book, giving the route in tulip diagrams.
There was a very diverse entry from Porsche’s
and Cobra’s, through Cortina’s to vintage and
even a Talbot ambulance. Cars were started
at
one minute intervals and led through small
lanes and pretty villages out along the River
Tame valley and began to climb up around the
Knighton, Prestigne and Eardisland area. The
route was easy to follow as tulip diagrams
show every junction; and I only went wrong
when I went straight on instead of following the
diagram. However this took up me up and up a
narrow pathway through some delightful
countryside and returning me just down from the
junction I should have turned left at, a bit of a
circular tour! Other competitors were seen at
junctions and going the opposite way (they were
wrong of course!) from time to time, but generally
not many were seen except outside a pub in
Eardisland were there was a collection of classic
“resting” The route guided you back through
Edwyn Ralph, Edvin Loach and Clifton on Tame
to Shelsley Walsh were competitors were allowed a run up the famous hill in batches,
and down for a pig roast. Tenbury Town Band were playing in the Farmyard.
A short shower rather finished the day abruptly, but the TOP was sheltering in a
paddock stall, nice day out.

A New Lease of Life!!
A tiny morsel more of the Big 7 restoration.
Well, at long last, the engine is finally completed and rebuilt. An expensive and time
consuming event if ever there was one. In previous instalments I have detailed the tear down,
re-machining and rebuilding. It has fought back all the way and so I hope it runs when fired up.
The third and final rebuild session was held in my workshop with Robin Taylor in charge
of proceedings with yours truly the passer of tools, endless cups of tea and cake. It was a pure
joy just listening to Robin as each bit came together. After an initial main bearing tighten up the
engine was so tight that only a 4 foot steel pole would get it to move. After some considerable
head scratching the offending bearing cap was backed off and 2thou shim steel was introduced.
This cured the problem. The engine is still tight but will now turn over with a spanner. I am
assured that things will bed in and settle down.
The probable cause of the problem, during one of the engines many rebuild someone
must have rubbed the bearing cap on some emery paper to clean it up and in the process
removing too much metal. When I checked my notes I had indeed found some packing under
this cap when I took it apart over two years ago.
After a close friend of mine came to inspect the engine, he said right I will be across next
week to fit it back in the car. So before I had too much time to think it was all systems go and
the actual task of getting the engine from the bottom of the garden, up steps and through a
garage. A scaffolding tower was erected as the photos show and a chain winch won at auction
night deployed into action. The engine was raised and the car moved forward and after about 15
minu
tes it was in. What was all the fuss about!!!!
The results are below.

John Richardson

I FULLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK TO AUSTIN SEVEN FRIENDS:- “A GOOD READ” ........
by HAZEL GORE
THIS IS A FASCINATING ACCOUNT OF A DRIVE ACROSS SOUTH AFRICA IN 1968/69 IN A 1937
AUSTIN 7 RUBY TO MARRY A GIRL IN JOHANNESBURG. THE AUSTIN 7, CALLED ALEXA, DID NOT
SURVIVE THE JOURNEY.

ALEXA – The Life and Death of an Austin 7 Ruby. Published Dec 2. 2009 by Burning Daylight
Books
Only through www.brian-milton.com . Cost £10.00 + £3.00 P&P.
In 1968 Brian Milton fell in love with a girl called Fiona Campbell who lived in South Africa. She
agreed to marry him and he resolved to drive a 1937 Austin 7 Ruby called Alexa across Europe, The
Sahara Desert and the tropical Congo to claim his bride. The car didn’t make it, but a great many
adventures occurred.
Brian crashed Alexa in the Sahara after suffering ptomaine poisoning from a tin of sardines. He spent
three days hammering the car back into shape, but was abandoned by his escort on the most difficult
part of the journey after Tamanrasset – they wearied of pushing him out of sand-drifts. Brian was
robbed of various pieces of equipment by desert Arabs, and ran out of water twice en route. He
negotiated with other Arabs over a desert well, agreeing to pay two cigarettes and two aspirins for
five gallons of water. The last desert scare was genuine fears over a broken half-shaft.
Brian ran out of money in Nigeria, then in the middle of a civil war, but was adopted by three Swiss
travellers on promises that any debts he ran up he would pay for with money from articles written for
the Irish Independent for which his father had once worked. Brian sent his dispatches to Dublin by
collaring travellers to Europe and asking for them to be posted through civilised postal systems. They
all got through to the newspaper.
Driving into Chad in central Africa, a piston ring broke and Brian was forced to continue for the next
2,000 miles with just 3 working pistons, no plug at all in the 4th piston. Not long afterwards the three
Swiss burned one of their two Citroen ID-19s, and one went down with jaundice and had to be airlifted home.
In the Central African Republic, then ruled by the ‘Emperor’ Bokassa – who was said to keep the
body parts of children in his fridge as delicacies – a small safari formed around Alexa and the Swiss
as they negotiated to get into the Congo. In Bangui the remaining two Swiss nearly lost heart and
abandoned the journey, but eventually relented. They entered Joseph Conrad’s legendary ‘Heart of
Darkness’, where four years previously bodies of white missionaries were floated down the river in
sacks. A journalist famously toured surviving refugees asking, “Anyone here been raped and speaks
English”? They set off to cross 1,200 miles of Congolese jungle over rotting bridges and broken
tracks. Most of the Safari went down with malaria in a town called Banzyville, but Brian was
unscathed and invited to attend the consecration of a Congolese bishop. That night, among the few
white men in the area, he was required to ‘Drink for England’. By now Alexa had lost her brakes and
was without lights, shock absorbers, starter-motor or –handle, and gradually falling to pieces! In this
state, Brian drove her another 900 miles down to the Congo River itself, then east to towns like Aketi,
Buta and Paulis with the most bloody of reputations at the time .
With 300 miles to complete to get to Uganda where everything, pre-Idi Amin, could be repaired,
Alexa came down to two pistons and a failing big end, and finally gave up the ghost in a town called
Mungbere. However much he raged, Brian could not get permission to give Alexa a Viking funeral in
flames.
The two Swiss took Brian through monsoon-raddled tracks to Kampala where he received his money,
paid his debts, and had just enough funds left to catch an airliner to Johannesburg and meet his bride.
They were writing their wedding invitations a few months later when – under Apartheid – the South
African Special Branch arrived to expel Brian; they did this to six priests and six journalists a year at
that time.
Alexa’s terrific struggle and eventual demise is told through diaries written at the time, on a 1948
Olympia typewriter called Brunehilde perched on one petrol can, the author on another, lighting
provided from a hurricane lamp hanging off an umbrella stuck into the car roof-rack.

Terry’s Tip ….. Accurate timing (part 2)
Fitting a Bosch 009 distributor
The Bosch 009 distributor is a modern alternative for the Lucas originally fitted and can replace
any of the Lucas types. It will require some modification, as the drive and fixing are different.
You will also need to add lubrication, as it was originally lubricated by a breather. You may be
able to buy a ready to fit distributor from some Seven suppliers with body machined for fixing
clamp and drive gear fitted but no provision for lubrication. If your distributor is as Bosch
supplied, this is what you need to modify – Remove cap, rotor arm, spark shield, condenser and
wiring, then remove screws retaining cap clips. This releases the points base plate. Removing the
base plate reveals the centrifugal advance mechanism. Remove wire circlip from the offset drive
peg and punch out the 4mm pin. There will be shims fitted under the drive peg. Now remove the
shaft assembly from the distributor body. There are shims under the advance base plate – retain
these.

To fit the Lucas distributor clamp you need to machine off 3/16” – 5mm from the shoulder of the
distributor body stem. This is to ensure to ensure the new drive gear meshes properly. There is a
groove on the body stem that normally takes a seal ring. This groove lines up with the screw peg
on the dynamo end. Drill a 1/8” – 3mm hole In the centre of the groove, clean out any metal
particles. This hole is between the drive shaft bushes and provides a point of lubrication when a
grease nipple is fitted in the peg thread hole. While you are machining off the shoulder for the
clamp, machine a new 2mm ‘O’ ring groove above the original groove to prevent the grease
oozing out from under the clamp. A new drive gear with a 4mm fixing hole can be obtained from
your friendly Seven supplier but make sure it is a good fit on the shaft. Refit the shaft with base
shims, oil bushes and shaft before fitting. Temporarily fit gear and pin. Measure gap between
gear and body and fit appropriate number of shims. You might find a 4mm roll pin is easier to fit
than the original solid pin. Resemble the points base plate, clips and condenser. Check points gap
-.016/.018thou. A smaller than recommended gap retards timing and shortens coil LT resulting in
a poor HT spark. Too large a gap advances ignition and could result in a misfire. Make sure the
clamp fits square on the top of the dynamo and is not bent. Lightly grease distributor stem and
“O” ring, also grease drive gears before fitting to dynamo. Fit grease nipple to dynamo and a
couple of shots of grease – any excess will pass through original lower lubrication holes and
drive gears. Part One of this article explains how to set up the timing for optimum timing.

Terry

More views of Stanford

from Angela Hawker.

ED As you can see, it was glorious weather and I think everyone had a great
day. Perhaps the May date was a good move! Thank you Angela.

Wollaton Park 2012 celebrates 50 years of the Pre War Austin7
Club.
In days gone by there was a good contingent of MA7C members going to the rally
on the Sunday. Only the hardy camped and still do!
This year there was Andrew Lowe, John and Marie Eden, Lyn and Max and
grandchildren and our daughter, partner and family (Hazel and Arthur being on the
auto- jumble area). We were on the same blade of grass we have been on for the
last 30+years!
When we woke up on Saturday it was a dull day but dry so a trip out in the A7s was
the order of the day. After a lunch- stop at The Mallard hostelry (pic 5) we
eventually arrived at Denby pottery. (Too late for a pottery tour again!)
The traditional BBQ was followed by a get together and “musical interlude”
supplied by Keith and I on our ukuleles. I am sure the alcohol helped to make it
sound better! Luckily there was proper entertainment in the marquee in the form
of two 1960s bands. They really did appeal to the packed audience and even
encouraged a number of seveners and partners to take to the dance floor.
A great night all round.
Then the rain started and ……. It persisted all day. What a nightmare for those
who had worked so hard to put this event together.
I must admit I didn`t venture too far into the auto-jumble area, but did go to the
7s and charity stalls. Not as many of either as anticipated, who blames them for
not coming out in the unrelenting rain. Pic4 shows the cars behind the Diamond
Jubilee bonfire,to be lit on Monday. Perhaps the others can fill me in on that part
of the event.
In the marquee the display of single seat cars was impressive, even for me! Pic2.
P1 and 3 are both of Andy Storers car which took part in the Mille Miglia round a
route in Italy this year. I am sure we shall hear more about that in the future.
Many thanks to a “motoring magazine” for pic3.
Also, to keep our minds off the rain, The Beckett School Big Band entertained us
on and off for the two days and were greatly talented and appreciated.
Pics,6,7 are of a vintage fashion show which I saw on Sunday. The willing models
showed off a variety of outfits even the brave chap in a knitted swimming costume.
The show featured our very own “catwalk babes” Hazel and Millie. (Centre pic)
Well done girls!
Young Harry managed to pick up and early motorised bike which will keep him
busy(or Max!).
We always like to go to Wollaton and usually make a weekend of it and we have had
some good times but this year our spirits were dampened, not only by the weather.
ED
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Keith found this amongst his ”treasures” and there are more to come.

Sorry about the poor quality of the reproduction but the original 1960s printed
version was not much better!
Just look at those prices. Those were the days when we traded in Lsd!

This is a “saga” I have only just become aware of and apparently Rick, Arthur and Bob
have been helping this guy out. Unfortunately I am unable to include photos. ED
From Email
Re: Austin Seven Ulster replica...///update on steering/axle
location.
Here's the latest!
After resetting the toe in, the car still wandered too much....I now believe the steering rack fitted
to my car somehow allowed more axle movement than might occur with the original steering
box.
I decided to make certain the steering arms cannot move again, so after tightening the 1/2" BSF
nuts once more in the hubs, I drilled and tapped each one 1/4" BSW perpendicular to the pin axis
about half way through and fitted a cap head (Allen head) bolt , loctited and tightened hard.....this
locks the steering arm shafts in position and totally prevents any movement.
I then designed and fabricated a "Panhard" type location strut which has a friction disc on one
end, which now forms part of the existing friction damper where it is bolted to the chassis
(mounted to the friction damper section furthest from the passenger side wheel hub....remember
my front damper is an "improved" version with two separate friction dampers, one for each side,
instead of the standard central single type) with the other end a plain 5/16" hole which is
mounted with a 5/16" bolt though a pivot bracket bolted direct to the hub on the passenger
side....this gives the longest possible location strut which minimises the slight side movement of
the axle caused by the radial movement of this arm as the suspension moves up and down.
I drilled the pivot and fitted a grease nipple so this pivot can be kept well lubricated.
This assembly is all fitted behind the axle and dampers and is almost invisible from the front of
the car.
On testing the car yesterday, the improvement is very dramatic, with wander completely
eliminated ....I was able to hit 60 MPH safely for the first time!
I would be happy to supply sketches of this modification with photos if anyone is interested.
On another completely different point, my Ulster has a Reliant aluminum engine, tuned up to 750
formula specs with Weber carburettor etc but with the standard Reliant, engine mounted, cam
operated mechanical fuel pump.
Here in the US we have had 10% ethanol in our fuel for 20 years and I have learned to live and
deal with the problems this causes on my old cars and motorcycles ......often fuel vapourisation is
the first symptom......this manifested itself on the Ulster as stalling and difficult starting when the
engine is hot as the fuel in the pump and fuel lines turns to gas and gives vapour lock preventing
liquid fuel from pumping as the gas compresses in the diaphragm pump.
So I will now remove the mechanical fuel pump and fit an electric one back near the fuel tank
which should eliminate this problem.
Hope this is of interest to your club....but I love the little car, here in Rhode Island it causes a
sensation everywhere it goes!
Best regards
Hans Deamer
******************************************************************************

Classic and historic cars exempted from MoT
Vehicles manufactured before 1960 will no longer have to have to pass an MoT
from 18 November, Roads Minister Mike Penning said.
The vehicles make up about 0.6% of the total number of licensed vehicles in Britain but are
involved in just 0.03% of road casualties and accidents.
It follows a campaign by the All-Party Parliamentary Historic Vehicles Group

Mr Penning said the government was committed to cutting out red tape, which cost motorists
money "without providing significant overall benefits".
"Owners of classic cars and motorbikes tend to be enthusiasts who maintain their vehicles well they don't need to be told to look after them, they're out there in all weathers checking the
condition of the engine, tyres and bodywork," he said. "Owners of classic vehicles will still be
legally required to ensure that they are safe and in a proper condition to be on the road but
scrapping the MoT test for these vehicles will save motorists money."
The campaign was led by East Yorkshire MP Greg Knight, who said he was "delighted" by the
announcement. "Accidents involving historic vehicles are extremely rare and the majority of
owners are meticulous in keeping their vehicles in good condition. Having to have an annual
MoT test for a vehicle which may only travel a few hundred miles in a year was costly and
absurd."
AA president Edmund King said: "Cutting the red tape of an MoT requirement for classic pre1960 cars is a victory for common sense."
My source wonders if this is true? Can we believe everything that is on the BBC
website?

 For Sale: 1935 Mk 1 Ruby owned for 18 years. General condition: very tidy in and out.
Running well. Original (non transfrable) Reg. MOT to March '13. £3700
Arthur Skidmore 01902 846070

 For Sale: Mk 1 Ruby. Green/Black. Good condition. New battery.
MOT - Sept 12. £6000
Colin Currill 01386 830137
 Wants : Dear Fellow Austineers,
I will be very grateful if you could ask about to see
if any of you members know of an A7 van for sale. Yes, I know they are rarer than
hen's teeth, but I've set my heart on one.

Many thanks Rick Fryer Editor NA7C

www.na7c.o.uk
***************************************************

scanned from a local

daty

group

PPurcell`s van

Not the best photo I know but it was
scanned from a local newspaper and reads,
Nostalgia: Halfpenny Green Airport 1940s
Day. by Liz Callan
From the Birmingham Post and Mail flickr
Group.
It is of the fine display in the rear of Hazel
Purcell`s van.

